Abstract. Li-air battery is considered as a promising alternative in the future to replace the current battery technologies. It can eliminate the common range anxiety in electric vehicles for its compelling high energy density. However the extremely low power density becomes its deadly drawback which makes it unsuitable for automobile application. In this article, we built a dualbattery model with a high power density Li-ion battery and a high energy density Li-air battery to investigate the potential of this hybrid solution and tried to get a reference value about the target for the resistance and power density of Li-air battery in the following years. After tests we've got a conclusion that with a total dual-battery weight at 300 kg, an average resistance around 0.015 Ω per cell which correspondingly leads to the power density 65 kW/kg in a pack level could be suggested as a minimal target for Li-air battery. The optimal choice of weight ratio between two batteries is essential for the power design of Li-air battery.
Introduction
Nowadays, electrical vehicle (referred to as 'EV' below) has been widely recognized by public for its clean renewable energy and huge efficiency.Nevertheless, before a large scale application, it still needs to conquer many fundamental challenges, one of which should be its poor range performance. This range issue is ascribed to the capacity shortage of batteries.
For now, Li-ion battery has been chosen as the most appropriate battery solution for EVs. Its common anode is solid carbon or graphite while many cathode materials are available. But whatever the cathode material it uses, the state of the art energy density of Li-ion battery in a cell level is no more than 200 Wh/kg [1] and it's hard to make a significant improvement in the future. Then to find another battery technology with a higher energy density becomes an urgent mission for EVs.
Li-air battery appears to be such a capable candidate. It has a specific energy significantly higher than current lithium-ion batteries for the cathode oxidizing agent inside is oxygen from ambient air which doesn't need to be stored in the battery. The energy calculations has showed that an energy density value as 1000 Wh/kg or more in a cell level should be attainable if several fundamental challenges can be overcome [2] . Unfortunately the power density of this battery is extremely low [3] , which are far away from the standard for automobile field. Cell impedance must be significantly reduced to achieve an adequate power density.
The fact that characteristics between Li-ion battery and Li-air battery are totally reverse inspires us to try to take the advantage of each other. In the course of the European research project 'SuperLIB' [4] , a concept for a dual operation mode of both high energy and high power battery cell technology was studied. Similarly a dual-battery model is built in this text by using a high energy density Li-air battery and a high power density Li-ion battery simultaneously to analyze the possibility and potential advantages of this hybrid solution.
motor (referred to as 'EM' below) which works as the power unit. Two batteries are arranged in parallel as the vehicle energy source.
Another software Simulink is recruited to generate the battery control strategy as a co-simulation tool with CRUISE. The strategy aims at an optimized utilization of the Li-air technology in an automotive environment. The Li-air battery Figure 1 .
Schematic illustration of vehicle model in CRUISE. Transmission ratio 6.058 discharges at a constant current that is limited by the cut-off voltage. Meanwhile the Li-ion battery will act as an extra energy supply when the demand power from EM side is beyond the reach of Liair battery, which will frequently occur given the Li-air battery's low power. As a result of that the strategy shall always focus on keeping the Li-ion battery operational as long as possible. Li-ion battery will be constantly recharged by Li-air side during low speed driving and through the regenerative braking as well.
In Table I is an overview of configurations implemented in our vehicle model.
Methodology
With the help of present studies the power capability of Li-ion cell technology and the ultra-high energy density of Li-air cell technology can be utilized in parallel, given sufficient maturity of the technology.
A. Li-air cell resistance selection
As Li-air battery is still in its technological infancy, a detailed cell specification comparable to state-of-the-art info for Li-ion technology is not quite available. Here we simplify the impedance into a whole pure ohmic resistance, leaving out the details on the overvoltage and the other impendence factors.
Note that only lab-scale cell testing is procurable in present researches. A resistance value of 165 Ωcm² [5] is deduced in Monaco's paper. Using this value under the assumption of an overall cell surface of approximate 560 cm² [6] , it comes up to an estimated state-of-the-art resistance of approx. 0.3 Ω for use. Starting with 0.3 Ω, the test resistance points are selected with decreasing difference. The terminal value 0.015 Ω is determined by the results which will be discussed later in Chapter 4. The array below shows the resistance values selected for the study:
Resistance= 
B. Battery configuration
The required parameters of Li-air system is deduced from findings in the course of the EU research project LABOHR [7] . And nickel manganese cobalt oxide material (NMC) has been adopted for our Li-ion battery for its high voltage and capacity. Its parameters are based on AVL-internal test results. Note that the values of cell weight and volume are averagely calculated from a battery pack including all essential accessories (Table II) .
C. Battery sizing
In a given total weight, we assign the ratio between above two batteries and run these distribution solutions in different Li-air cell resistance values to evaluate corresponding results. According to the survey on current vehicles on the market, here we investigate the battery system configurations with a total weight in the range of 300kg. During the design process, for some limitations such as the net voltage requirement of electrical motor and the cell number in series and parallel, it's impossible to realize some specific weight distribution and make the total battery weight of all samples precisely equal. Small weight deviation range is ±0.5%, i.e. 300*99.5%< W Li-air + W Li-ion <300*100.5% (1) Li-air Li-ion and : the weight of Li-air and Li-ion batt W W e r y .
The total cell number ( total N ) in a battery, which is a multiplication between the cell number in series ( s n ) and in parallel ( p n ), can also be obtained by the total battery weight dividing the single cell weight ( LI-ion w ). For Li-ion battery is directly connected to the electrical motor side, the voltage of Li-ion battery ( Li-ion U ) will be limited by the range of EM voltage motor? (U ) . The range of Li-ion cell number in series and in parallel can then be deduced with (2). After applying above equations, we choose nine sets as illustrated in Table III . The information of every set from left to right in turn includes the battery type, the battery's corresponding total cell number, cell number in series and parallel, a single battery weight and the total weight of two batteries.
Results analysis
New European Driving Cycle (NEDC) and American Highway fuel economy test (HWFET) have been selected for the present study. NEDC is a typical city driving condition in Europe and HWFET is a consistent high speed driving cycle. Through these two cycles we can achieve the vehicle performance in different environment.
The simulations have been performed in a SOC (Abbreviation for the battery's state of charge) window between 95% SOC and 18% SOC. The end value 18% is decided for the consideration of the battery cycle life. If the SOC of Li-ion battery comes to 18% first, the simulation will stop immediately for Li-air battery can't fulfil the driving requirement alone for its poor power.
The outcomes are listed as follows. (Note that we use the symbol 'R'below as the abbreviation for the Li-air cell resistance)
D. Power density and energy density
The trend of the power density in Li air battery verse its resistance is like a hyperbolic curve (Fig.  2) . This relationship can be deduced straightforward from the basic power equation since the circuit is simplifie lowest at
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